A graphics system that incorporates an experimental high-resolution, all-points-addressable printer has been in use for several years at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center. This system produces camera-ready copy of printed text and graphics of sufficiently high quality for publication.' The combined use of graphics software and hardware provides the Research user community with nearly complete control over the visual quality of their printed work. All the figures in this paper have been produced by this high-resolution computer graphics system. Discussed here are techniques used to produce the three types of graphics included here-halftone imagery, line drawings, and area-filled images.
Computer graphics, in general, greatly aids scientists by making theoretical and abstract concepts more perceptible. A highly practical, labor-saving use for computer graphics is its ability to automatically render precise and detailed drawings. As Benoit Mandelbrot writes, "Hand drawing would have been prohibitive, but I was fortunate in having access to an experimental computer graphics device that produces camera-ready copy."'
Raster graphics
The classification of raster-graphic systems as described by Newman and Sproul13 can be used to characterize the types of graphics described in this paper. representing surfaces or solids.
Television, the most familiar raster display, produces images by a modulated electron beam projecting variable-intensity raster scans onto a screen. The high-resolution printer, as described before, operates in a binary mode: it cannot vary the intensity of a pixel as a TV does. However, it can produce images in shades of gray using methods adapted from the printing industry and known as "halftoning." It combines several adjacent pixels in a very small matrix to form a halftone point. When these halftone points are combined, they can form patterns of varying intensities of gray from black to white. (Because the blackness of ink cannot be changed, the same effect is achieved in printing halftone photographs by varying the halftone point size by acid-etching the printing plate.) Since the high-resolution printer has a resolution of 800 pixels per inch, a halftone point 12 pixels wide can be repeated to yield over 500 halftone points across an 8i-inch plot. This is approximately equivalent in quality of resolution to the lower end of newspaper halftone printing.
Two methods that have been used at the Research Center to create halftone patterns are: 0 Line segments 0 Halftone character sets By the line-segment method, each point on a picture is defined as a small line segment with an area proportional to the intensity to be displayed. The large amount of computer time required to compute line segments has led to the more cost-effective technique of producing halftone imagery by halftone characters. A halftone character produced by the high-resolution printer is a pattern or matrix of pixels as previously described. Each halftone character is a halftone point. A halftone font is a set of such characters that spans specified levels of a gray scale. A 12 by 12 pixel raster, for example, can produce 145 different gray levels. (White halftone points are produced by no pixels blackened, and black points are produced by all 144 pixels blackened. All other halftone points in the gray scale have numbers of blackened pixels between those extremes.) Since the eye cannot distinguish that many distinct shades of gray, several different halftone font subsets have been created and stored; these cover a variety of ranges and intervals of gray, depending on the application.
The user creates a picture by transmitting character strings that represent the differing intensities at successive halftone points along raster-scan lines. The printer uses these characters to index into a prestored font; the host computer is not required to calculate the pattern for each intensity over and over again as is the case with the line-segment method. Line drawings are the most widely used graphics produced by computers and may range from simple x-y data to hidden-line elimination for a complicated mathematical surface. In making line drawings, the printer excels in its ability to print various line thicknesses or weights.
The mathematical concept shown in Figure 3 illustrates this capability. It represents a stylized tree that was created by the methods discussed in Reference 2. (Examples of real space-filling networks are the lung and the blood circulatory system.) Note that there are lines as thin as one raster unit (i.e., one pixel width) and as thick as many raster units. Because of its exceeding fineness, a one-raster line might disappear if not properly copied. This capability, however, is very important because it enables the scientist to show the viewer that the tree branches to infinitesimal capillary-like structures. Such details may not be individually resolvable by the naked eye, yet they are perceived together with the other components as part of a mathematical progression approaching the infinitesimal. By this method, one can also convey an impression of imperfections at a boundary, for example, by drawing items smaller than can normally be seen. In this way, the The third method uses the interactive graphics terminals available at Research. Starvstop terminals are attached through the Advanced Terminal Subsystem (ATS), an IBM Systed7-based frontend p r o c e s~o r .~ The IBM 3277 Graphics Attachment RPQ' and the IBM 3250 Display System, directly attached to the host systems, provide higher bandwidth and user interactivity. These terminals are supported through a common, device-independent interface. The data stream sent to these terminals can be recorded. Programs have been developed to take this stream and convert it to the PIC and LABEL files. This is a desirable mode of operations because it allows the user to see the picture as it is being drawn. It also eliminates the black-box approach to graphics, which is a condition inherent in batch processing.
Menu-driven programs are available for those who do not write their own programs. These programs guide the user in placing text and graphics on the screen and then produce the files required for hardcopy output.
Graphics front end and host system
The use of the ATS system for graphic hardcopy requires a virtual machine (VM) that is called the Print Plot Machine (PPM). This machine receives plots from the ATS and converts them into the PIC and LABEL files. Figure 7 shows the flow of data from the application program to the terminal and back to PPM for processing.
system
The vast majority of the users at the Research Center use the software services of the Conversational Monitor System (CMS) and VW370.
services
One of the most important features in the development of the proper tools to use the high-resolution printer is the EXEC processor. The allocation of the proper work files, the execution of programs, and the spooling of output from machine to machine are controlled mainly by EXECS. (EXECS are special-purpose programs written by and shared among Research Center users to perform special functions.) Often an experimental application can be interfaced with the printer by the creation of the proper EXEC. For example, halftones are produced by processing a LABEL file of halftone characters. Although a user can produce this file directly, EXECS have been set up to do this automatically. A typical application requires the programmer to produce a 512 by 512 array of halftone points. This array is processed by an EXEC that converts them to a LABEL file. The EXEC then runs LBLGRAPH and sends the halftone points (i.e., characters) to be plotted.
Print
The Print Plot Machine (PPM) mentioned previously is a useful printedplotter at 200 pixels per inch. The draft-quality output is identical in size and format to that of the high-resolution printer, but with only one-quarter the resolution. The lower-resolution machine is used primarily for the drafting of text documents. Many graphics documents bound for the experimental printer are plotted initially in draft form for a quick check. The rapid turnaround and the elimination of the photographic process save both time and money for the user who requires a draft copy. Figure 7 , which shows the flow of data to the PPM machine, was produced on the draft printer.
Concluding remarks
The examples of art and text presented in this paper suggest the range of applications that are possible through the use of the highresolution graphics system at the IBM Research Center. Simplicity provides the users with the freedom and capability for producing high-quality reports and publications. The high-resolution graphics system provides increased potential for creating artwork of heightened scientific and business interest. 
